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The Gendered Brain: The new neuroscience that shatters the myth of the female brainVintage, 2020

	‘Highly accessible…revolutionary to a glorious degree’ Observer

	

	Reading maps or reading emotions? Barbie or Lego? Do you have a female brain or a male brain? Or is that the wrong question?

	

	We live in a gendered world where we are bombarded with messages...
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The Sun and How to Observe It (Astronomers' Observing Guides)Springer, 2009

	In Part 1, the book describes the very latest thinking on solar physics in (mostly non-mathematical) detail, incorporating the latest results from research concerning the structure and behaviour of the Sun. There is particular emphasis on the surface features visible from the Earth, and how these are the result of the extraordinary processes...
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Rubberlike Elasticity: A Molecular PrimerCambridge University Press, 2007

	Elastomers and rubberlike materials form a critical component in diverse applications that range from tyres to biomimetics and are used in chemical, biomedical, mechanical and electrical engineering. This updated and expanded second edition provides an elementary introduction to the physical and molecular concepts governing elastic behaviour,...
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Management &Organisational Behaviour (7th Edition)Pearson Education, 2004

	Helps students of today become effective managers of tomorrow by truly understanding organisational behaviour.


	For undergraduate and graduate courses in Organisational Behaviour and Management.


	Taking a managerial approach and demonstrating the application of behavioural science within the workplace, this text...
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Refugee Protection and Civil Society in EuropePalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This volume analyses civil society as an important factor in the European refugee regime. Based on empirical research, the chapters explore different aspects, structures and forms of civil society engagement during and after 2015. Various institutional, collective and individual activities are...
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Magill's Encyclopedia of Science: Animal LifeSalem Press, 2002
This four-volume set of encyclopaedias offers accessible information on the animal kingdom. Entries focus on non-humans from the animal kingdom, from insects to reptiles to mammals. Early humans are addressed in an evolutionary context, and modern humans are included only for interspecies comparison or for their efforts to coexist with other...
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Think Good, Feel Good: A Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Workbook for Children and Young PeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Newly updated edition of the highly successful core text for using cognitive behaviour therapy with children and young people

	
		The previous edition of Think Good, Feel Good was an exciting, practical resource that pioneered the way mental health professionals approached Cognitive Behaviour Therapy with...
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Advanced Topics in Database ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Advanced Topics in Database Research is a series of books on the fields of database, software engineering, and systems analysis and design. They feature the latest research ideas and topics on how to enhance current database systems, improve information storage, refine existing database models, and develop advanced applications. Advanced Topics in...
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Innovations in Intelligent Machines -2: Intelligent Paradigms and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	This research volume is a continuation of our previous volume on intelligent
	machines. We have laid the foundation of intelligent machines in SCI Series
	Volume 70 by including the possible and successful applications of computational
	intelligence paradigms in machines for mimicking the human behaviour.


	The present volume...
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Retail Marketing ManagementFinancial Times Management, 2003

	For undergraduate and postgraduate courses in Retail Marketing and Marketing Management, and HND Retail Marketing. The second edition of this highly successful text offers a unique approach that combines retail marketing theory with the newer retail concepts and international examples. Building on the first edition this text starts by looking...
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Node.js High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Take your application to the next level of high performance using the extensive capabilities of Node.js


	About This Book

	
		Analyze, benchmark, and profile your Node.js application to find slow spots, and push it to the limit by eliminating performance bottlenecks
	
		Learn the basis of...
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Circuit Analysis (Woodhead Publishing Series in Electronic and Optical Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 1998

	This text presents the fundamentals of circuit analysis in a way suitable for first and second year undergraduate courses in electronic or electrical engineering. It is very much a ‘theme text’ and not a work book. The author is at pains to follow the logical thread of the subject, showing that the development of topics, one from...
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